FLEXIBLE CONVEYOR SOLUTIONS
FOR INCREASED AUTOMATION
Automation is the key to consistent, top-quality
processed cannabis and hemp. The best way
to consistently feed your M108S Trimmer or
seamlessly move plant material to the next
stage of processing are our Mobius conveyor
solutions. Full automation means less people are
required to processes your harvest, reducing
processing costs, the potential for product
contamination, and the uncertainty associated
with seasonal or temporary workers.
Mobius has several flexible conveyor options
to help you achieve full automation, including
our M108S infeed conveyor equipped with our
custom conveyor guide for a consistently filled
trimmer, to both smooth or stepped trimming
and bucking outfeed conveyors. All Mobius
conveyor solutions are customized to our
equipment to ensure quick and easy set-up
and cost-effective output.

KEY FEATURES
• 	Standard trimmer infeed conveyor for

a consistently filled tumbler with less
manpower

• 	Standard trimmer outfeed offers QC

surface while moving
material to next stage

processed

• 	Stepped

outfeed conveyor raises
low material to ergonomic height for
further processing

• 	Customized guides, rails, and castors

for perfect fit with Mobius equipment

SPECIFICATIONS

STANDARD
INFEED

STANDARD
OUTFEED

INCLINED
OUTFEED

0.03HP

0.03HP

0.03HP

115 1.5A

115 1.5A

115 1.5A

6 - 35 ft / min

6 - 35 ft / min

1 - 15 ft / min

55 FDA
Sealed Edge Urethane

55 FDA
Sealed Edge Urethane

55 FDA
Sealed Edge Urethane

5” x 72”

16” x 72”

16” x 36”

Overall Width

18”

27”

26”

Overall Length

72”

72”

32”

Overall Height

45”

31”

52”

Overall Weight

85 lbs

120 lbs

80 lbs

Motor HP
Power Requirements
Speed Range
Belt Material
Belt Dimensions

ALL CONVEYORS ARE AVAILABLE IN CUSTOM LENGTHS.
Interested in adding a Mobius conveyor system to your trim room?
Contact us for a quote.

1-866-874-6244
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